Efﬁcient processes.
Less administration.
Virtual Cards: Accepted!

Use cases
Perfect for any kind of travel payment including
hotel and low-cost airlines
Virtual cards are perfect for all kinds of travel payments.
Due to control features such as a maximum amount that
can be charged to each card or an expiry date per unique
virtual card, you are always in control. With a virtual card
solution from a business travel expert such as AirPlus
International, you also beneﬁt from detailed information
and high data quality per transaction for full transparency
and easy reconciliation.
A solution for infrequent travelers
without a corporate card
New hires, interns or infrequent travelers usually don’t
hold a corporate card but a business trip might be required
anyway. Usually those travelers need to cover costs
with their personal payment card and thus affecting their
personal credit limit. Settling their business travel expense
with virtual cards supports your travelers and gives you full
transparency over your travel spend.

Support for long-term travelers such as
construction workers
Being on a job for several weeks is stressful enough. Don’t
put your staff under additional pressure. With virtual cards,
you can either easily arrange and pay for their stay in
advance or create a virtual card for their expenses on the
go. And everything is paid centrally.
A solution for different industries
Companies in different industries and sectors have already
discovered the advantages. Universities, for example,
organize and pay the travel of their professors or research
staff with virtual cards. Thanks to unique settings and data,
costs can be easily allocated to a speciﬁc department or
project.
Efﬁciency and automation – target achieved
When working with the right partner, like AirPlus International, you can beneﬁt from fully automated booking and
payment processes. No manual card generation, no hassle
for your travelers on the trip and travel expense reports are
obsolete, saving travelers and your ﬁnance department
time and therefore money.
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